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ABSTRACT
In order to meet requirements of modern mobile users, 3GPP (3rd Generation Partnership Project) has introduced LTE-A (Long Term Evolution Advanced), which improves the throughput and lowers the latency as compared to previous mobile systems. In order to efficiently allocate radio resources to mobile users, number of schedulers is available in literature. However, most of them are either for downlink, or they do not consider the LTE-A uplink functionalities. This paper presents an LTE-A uplink scheduler called (SA) Service Aware scheduler. The SA scheduler is design in accordance with LTE-A uplink specific features. As the simulation results illustrate, the proposed SA scheduling scheme outperforms other contemporary scheduling schemes by achieving better end-to-end delay and maintaining the uplink cell throughput performance.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Long Term Evolution (LTE) has been designed to support bandwidth intensive applications [1] such as multimedia video applications and gaming. Peak data rates for LTE uplink and downlink are 50Mbps and 100Mbps respectively [2]. In order to meet 4G prerequisites, a system needs to meet the requirements set by the ITU-R (International telecommunication union Radio communication Sector). Therefore, LTE-Advanced (LTE-A) with data rates of up to 1Gbps [3] is considered as a 4G mobile communication system. To achieve such high data rates, LTE-A has introduced several new innovative technological features. These features include CA (Carrier Aggregation), enhanced MIMO (Multiple Input Multiple Output), CoMP (Coordinated multipoint), and Relay Node (RN) etc.

Due to these features, the performance of LTE-A is improved. The transmission bandwidth of LTE-A is 100MHz while in LTE it is 20MHz.

The primary objective of this paper is to propose a radio resource management scheme for LTE-A uplink data transmission. Radio resource management is the algorithm or technique used to determine the efficient usage of radio resources. Radio resources are scarce and precious. Inefficient allocation of resources can lead to air interface problems such as congestions, bottlenecks and user starvation. Provision of better QoS (Quality of Service) keeping the user mobility under consideration [2] is also among the major radio resource management issues. However, if the radio resource management techniques are complex, it would require very expensive network nodes to be deployed on both users and network sides. The designers of the network need to think about the trade-off between the performance and complexity of the algorithms. The goals of radio resources management in uplink and downlink are the same, like reducing end-to-end delay and enhancing throughput. However, both are dealt with separately because of their unlike characteristics and features. There are two type of traffic considered in this research. First one is GBR (Guaranteed Bit Rate), where the GBR user is provided with consistent network resources. On the other hand, if a user can only be provided with network resources if they are available, is called non-GBR user. All radio bearers (or traffic flows) are associated with QCI (QoS Class Identifier) based on the bearer priority, bearer delay and packet loss rate of the bearer.

The LA (Link Adaption) keeps channel conditions under consideration to adjust the transmission rate of the data in LTE-A. The CQI (Channel Quality Indicator) makes sure the availability of information of the channel conditions of UE (User Equipment) at the LTE-A base station called eNodeB. Uplink channel information of UE is provided to eNodeB by using the SRS (Sounding Reference Signals). This information serves as a basis for LA, MCS (Modulation and Coding Scheme), transmit power and transmission bandwidth.

3GPP has not standardized the design of scheduler in LTE-A. Every service/network provider can make their own algorithm for scheduler. The scheduling is performed on MAC (Medium Access Control) layer of the eNodeB. The downlink and uplink radio resources are requested by users if the data is present in the uplink and downlink buffers of UEs. This information is reported from UE to eNodeB by BSR (Buffer Status Report). The BSR also send information about traffic type to eNodeB.

In LTE-A, packets can be scheduled dynamically for downlink and uplink radio resource allocation. The scheduling scheme can reassign new resources to UEs after a particular interval of time. This dynamic scheduling LTE-A resources along with LA enable the system to achieve higher spectral efficiency and meet all the requirement of users in a cell. The scheduler dynamically distributes the PRBs among the users to be able to utilize the best MCS. This task of taking scheduling decisions is performed by the scheduler in every TTI (Transmission Time Interval). After performing the task of scheduling, the scheduling information is broadcasted to every user in the cell. A user
with high priority is scheduled first and then other users are allocated radio resources. The priority is determined with a metric value of algorithm used by the scheduler. The metric value is determined by using one of several algorithms.

2. UPLINK SCHEDULING

SC-FDMA (Single Carrier Frequency Division Multiple Access) is used as a transmission scheme for LTE uplink because of the limited power of UEs. The power spectral density is defined as the dissipation of power per PRB (Physical Resource Blocks). The power control mechanism is used to achieve the desired level of SINR (Signal to Interference and Noise Ratio) without breaching the constraints of power set by the service provider. However, this can minimize the number of PRBs a user can utilizes in a TTI if the user is having poor channel conditions. The scheduler needs to be aware of the power spectral density for each PRB of every UE. This is achieved with the help of power headroom report containing information about power spectral density and conveyed to eNodeB.

The allocation of radio resources in efficient manner through scheduling is one of the primary concerns of LTE and LTE-A network providers. And it is far more complicated in uplink then in downlink because in downlink one doesn’t need to focus on contiguity constraints and power control. In LTE, contiguity constraint and power control are considered while designing uplink scheduler. However, contiguity constraint is not an issue in LTE-A, because due to CA, uplink air interface of LTE-A is considered as an aggregation of multiple SC-FDMA bands. This aggregation allows the support of both contiguous and non-contiguous resource allocation in uplink to UEs. The only issue to deal with in LTE-A uplink scheduling is power constraints in LTE-A. The scheduler presented in this paper is denoted as SA (Service Aware) LTE-A uplink scheduler. The SA is designed to provide services efficiently to UEs with good channel conditions and also maintain some level of fairness by not letting the cell edge user with bad channel conditions to starve. The working mechanism of scheduler is divided in two phases; TDPS (time domain packet scheduling) and FDPS (frequency domain packet scheduling). In TDPS, the UEs are prioritized and selected according to some metric value, while in FDPS resources are allocated to those UEs which are selected according to priority by the TDPS. This paper presents SA scheduling scheme for LTE-A uplink traffic and its performance is analyzed under the varying load scenarios and in different channel conditions. However, the TDPS and FDPS phases are elaborated here.

2.1 Time Domain Packet Scheduling

The presence of uplink data in PDCP (Packet Data Convergence Protocol) buffer of UE is reported to eNodeB using BSR. The function of BSR is to report data in UE buffer to the eNodeB to initiate a radio resource request. The BSR can also be used to convey information about the bearer status within the UE. The eNodeB is also made aware about channel conditions of UE through SRS. So a list of active users with data to transmit is prepared along with channel information. The eNodeB is also aware of the power spectral density using Power headroom report. UEs in TDPS are prioritized using a metric value in every TTI. Users with highest metric values are qualified to be selected and subsequently scheduled in FDPS. The metric values for UEs are determined in SA scheme using the equation below

$$\Delta i(t) = \frac{R_{\text{inst},i}(t)}{R_{\text{avg},i}(t)} K_i(t)$$

Where \(\Delta i(t)\) is the time domain metric value of user \(i\) at time \(t\). \(R_{\text{inst},i}(t)\) is the instantaneous achievable throughput of user \(i\) at time \(t\) considering that all the PRBs have been allocated to \(i\). \(R_{\text{avg},i}(t)\) is the average throughput of user \(i\) at time \(t\). \(K_i(t)\) is the QOS weight with value of 10 for GBR users and 1 for NGBR users so that GBR users are given higher priority.

2.2 Frequency Domain Packet Scheduling

The basic function of FDPS is to distribute resources in already selected users of TDPS during a TTI. The bandwidth is represented by PRBs and allocated to users as a PRB is the smallest resource allocation unit in LTE-A. Contrary to LTE, in LTE-A there is no contiguity constraint as explained earlier, this where the scheme proposed in this paper stands out. The allocation of the PRBs is based on criteria or metric value which is listed given below

$$\Delta i, c(t) = \frac{R_{\text{inst},i,c}(t)}{R_{\text{avg},i,c}(t)}$$

where \(\Delta i, c(t)\) is the FDPS metric value for PRB \(c\) of UE \(i\). \(R_{\text{inst},i,c}(t)\) is the instantly achievable throughput for PRB \(c\) of user \(i\). \(R_{\text{avg},i,c}(t)\) is the EMA throughput of UE \(i\) over only those TTIs where \(c\) is scheduled.

3. LITERATURE SURVEY

Although there is advancement in introducing of new physical layer techniques, but resource allocation algorithms should also evolve to adapt to these new ways of using mobile networks and meet mobile users’ requirements. Several scheduling algorithms are available in literature, i.e. [3], [5]. Most of them are for downlink scheduling techniques. While some of them are for uplink. But most of the uplink schemes are designed for LTE and key LTE-A features such as CA etc. are not considered. Among the research work done on downlink scheduling algorithms, some of them are presented in [5], [6]. In [7], different bearers are treated with fixed slots in OFDMA (Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiple Access) frames. In this algorithm, the authors also consider QoS and channel conditions for scheduling decisions. Beidokhti el-al presented two algorithms in [8], while not considering fairness in both the algorithms. The downlink scheduling has no power constraints; hence this algorithm cannot be used for uplink scheduling. However the uplink scheduling schemes have to be designed with power control constraints in consideration for power limited UEs. In [9], channel dependent and channel independent fairness is evaluated in LTE uplink. The research work done in [10] and [9] does not address QoS requirements of UEs, while the issue of QoS provision is addressed by the authors of [12] and [13] but only for wired networks. The authors of [14] propose a (PF) Proportional Fair scheduling algorithm.

4. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

The simulation tool used for this paper is OPNET modeller. The OPNET modeller provides the basic environment for network research and analysis for users. There are total of thirty video users and one eNodeB. In these thirty users ten are near ten far, while ten are cell-edge users. Near users are
those users which are at a distance of 150 meter from eNodeB, far users are those who are at 250 meter from eNodeB. While cell-edge users are 350 from eNodeB. Shuaib and el-all compares uplink cell throughput and end to end delay of three scheduler (MT) Maximum throughput (BET) Blind equal throughput and (SA) Service Aware. This paper simulation model is listed below.

4.1 Uplink Cell Throughput
In Figure 1.1 shows uplink cell throughput of different schedulers BET, MT and SA. There are total of ten runs for each scheduler having one near one far and on cell-edge user. All the schedulers perform similar to an extent as shown in below. While the figure 3.0 shows the error bars in throughput of these schedulers.

4.2 End-to End delay of near users
There are total of ten scenarios. The distance of near users is 150 meter from eNodeB. In every scenario one users is incremented. The MT perform better because it gives resources to users having good channel conditions but fairness is degraded in MT Scheduler. The figure 5.0 shows the error bars of the end-to-end delay for near users based on standard deviation.
4.3 End-to-End delay far users
In the figure 6.0 End-to-End of far users have shown. The MT is performing good as the channel conditions are not bad enough. The distance of far users from eNodeB is 250 meter in this model. The figure 7.0 shows the error bars of end-to-end delay for far users of BET, MT and SA

Figure 6.0 End-to End delays of far users for BET, MT and SA

4.4 End to End delay of cell edge users
The cell-edge users defined by the author-el-all are on distance of 350 meter from eNodeB. Channel conditions become a bit worse as we go far from eNodeB. The MT Scheduler performance degraded as shown in the figure 8.0. The SA behaves very well to cell-edge users as its behavior is always smooth to every scenario. The figure 9.0 elaborates the error bars for the cell-edge users.

Figure 7.0 Error bars of End-to end delay of BET, MT and SA far users

Figure 8.0 End-to End delays of cell-edge users for MT, BET and SA
5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This Paper presents a scheduler called SA for LTE-A uplink which was designed to perform better in end to end delay and maintain uplink cell throughput. In this paper only one type of traffic was analyzed video users. In future we would be looking to analyze the multi bearer traffic of the SA Scheduler. We would be looking to implement Carrier Aggregation and others LTE-A feature in SA to improve its performance.
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